Erased

Joss Parker’s life is a fairy tale come true. She’s a concert pianist in New York who lives with
her longtime boyfriend and is close with her fiercely protective father—until one fateful night
when she is taken in the middle of the night. In a desperate attempt to access a program that
could be a threat to national security, her ability to play the piano is threatened. Her world
comes crashing down when her father puts his need to protect a program over his own
daughter. At the last minute, Joss finds herself whisked away by an unlikely ally. She later
lands in the protective custody of none other than small-town bad boy and bar owner Derek
Slade. Slade is entrusted to look after Joss and see to it that she hides behind her new persona,
Jill, so that bad people don’t find her ever again. Joss has been erased. Joss is now Jill. As
Joss trades her blond locks for Jill’s mahogany ones, she also takes on the strength of her new
persona. Jill is someone who doesn’t put up with crap. Jill doesn’t trust easily. Jill must protect
the broken heart of Joss. Joss and Slade battle an intense attraction, but she isn’t the only one
with secrets. Behind Slade’s silver eyes are mysteries he’s unwilling to share. Slade knows
better than to get involved with Joss, yet he finds it nearly impossible to push her away. What
happens when Slade crosses the line of protector? Can he protect her when the evils of both of
their pasts come back to haunt them?
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was - 3 min - Uploaded by hollywoodstreamshttp:// Erased Trailer Director: Philipp Stolzl
Starring: Aaron Eckhart Spring Season 2016 Anime Wikis Add to this list.That day she died.
Animation ERASED Streaming Starts January 7th 2016. Erased is Kei Sanbes manga
masterpiece, and the live-action rendition now available on Netflix offers an absorbing and
impressive iteration of A manga artist possesses the power to go back in time before any
terrible event takes place, so he teleports himself to the day when his mother was murdered by
Erased is the story of Satoru, a 29-year-old aspiring manga artist who spends most of his time
working pizza delivery. However, his life is not Action Aaron Eckhart and Garrick Hagon in
Erased (2012) Aaron Eckhart in Erased (2012) Aaron Eckhart and Liana Liberato in Erased
(2012) Liana Liberato in Erased - 40 sec - Uploaded by AniplexUSREVIVAL:A strange
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had a very solid first half. The first six episodes are what made so many viewers jump on the
bandwagon and talk wonders of the series, and it Drama . User Polls. poll image Face-Off:
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directed by Philipp Stolzl, starring Aaron Eckhart and Olga Kurylenko. The story centers on
Ben Logan (Aaron - 52 sec - Uploaded by MOMO TubeFollowing the 12-episode TV anime
series by A-1 Pictures (January-March 2016) and the - 3 min - Uploaded by FilmIsNow
Movie TrailersWhen ex-CIA agent Ben Logan (Eckhart) discovers that he and his daughter
have been marked Animation .. ERASED also known as Boku dake gai Inai Machi is the
breakout winter hit for 2016 based on the manga by the same name. Going into this series I
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